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An efficient and rapid algorithm for topography mapping of scalar fields, molecular electron density
(MED) and molecular electrostatic potential (MESP) is presented. The highlight of the work is the
use of fast function evaluation by Deformed-atoms-in-molecules (DAM) method. The DAM method
provides very rapid as well as sufficiently accurate function and gradient evaluation. For mapping
the topography of large systems, the molecular tailoring approach (MTA) is invoked. This new code
is tested out for mapping the MED and MESP critical points (CP’s) of small systems. It is further
applied to large molecular clusters viz. (H2O)25, (C6H6)8 and also to a unit cell of valine crystal at
MP2/6-31+G(d) level of theory. The completeness of the topography is checked by extensive search
as well as applying the Poincaré-Hopf relation. The results obtained show that the DAM method
in combination with MTA provides a rapid and efficient route for mapping the topography of large
molecular systems. © 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4746243]
I. INTRODUCTION
Studies on scalar fields such as molecular electron den-
sity (MED), electron momentum density (EMD), and molecu-
lar electrostatic potential (MESP) are witnessing growing in-
terest for the last three decades. The basic reason for this is
that much chemical information is buried in the wave func-
tion of a molecular system, which can be readily unearthed
using these scalar fields. This chemical information includes
features such as bonding, lone pairs, weak interactions, bond
strengths, molecular structure, reactivity, etc. Also, the above
mentioned scalar fields can be subjected to experimental mea-
surements, thereby providing a direct check on the values
obtained from the corresponding theoretical treatment. To-
pography mapping summarizes the basic information of a
scalar field and involves locating and characterizing its criti-
cal points (CP’s), isosurfaces, contours, gradient paths, etc.1–4
The CP of a three-dimensional scalar function f(x1, x2, x3) is
defined as a point P at which the partial derivatives vanish,
viz. ∂f
∂xi
|p = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3. The topography of the scalar
field of MED has been pioneered and popularized over the
past forty years by Bader and co-workers.1–3 It has culmi-
nated into the celebrated atoms in molecules (AIM) theory.
The AIM analysis of a molecule starts with the mapping of
all the CP’s followed by tracing the gradient paths, mapping
out atomic basins, etc. The topography of EMD and MESP
has been probed in detail by Gadre and co-workers.5, 6 They
have developed a package called INDPROP (Ref. 7) for locat-
ing and characterizing all the CP’s of MED, EMD, and MESP
for molecular system. A variety of chemical applications of
the topography mapping of MESP were reported.8 More re-
cently, use of MESP topography for studying the phenomenon
of molecular recognition has also been proposed.9
a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
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There are a number of packages available, for map-
ping the topography and carrying out further AIM anal-
ysis of electron density. These include AIMPAC suite of
programs,10(a) BUBBLE,10(b) SADDLE,11(a) OMEGA,11(b) to
name a few. An algorithm based on eigenvector following
method12(a) for locating MED CP’s proposed by Popelier is
implemented in program MORPHY.12(b) There exist packages
such as XD2006,13(a) TOPXD (Ref. 13(b)) which use experi-
mentally determined electron density for AIM analysis. There
has been substantial interest in mapping MED and MESP
topography of crystals by experimental as well as theoreti-
cal means.1, 4, 14–16 These include the works of Gatti and co-
workers,14(a), 14(b) Munshi et al.14(c) and Ghermani et al.15(a) to
mention a few. In such investigations, MED and MESP are
evaluated from experimental x-ray scattering data and further
used for AIM analysis of the crystal.
Recently, a new method for mapping the complete topog-
raphy of MED and MESP for large molecules, which does
not require the evaluation of the scalar functions on a three-
dimensional grid, was proposed and tested out.17 This pre-
viously proposed algorithm is improved upon in the present
work and coupled with the deformed atoms in molecules
(DAM) method18–22 which permits rapid, yet sufficiently ac-
curate, evaluation of MED and MESP. The newly devel-
oped automated code is applied to large cluster systems viz.
(H2O)25, (C6H6)8, and a unit cell of valine crystal.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Deformed atoms in molecules method
Few decades ago, Stewart23 proposed a method of ex-
pansions of the density in terms of radial factors times spher-
ical harmonics. Such a method was also used by Hansen
and Coppens24 for computing electrostatic potential and its
derivatives. Later, Rico and Lo´pez et al.18–22 proposed an
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efficient DAM procedure for evaluation of molecular scalar
fields such as MED and MESP by partitioning into atomic
contributions. However, the difference between the DAM and
Coppens-Hansen method comes from two sources: the way in
which the density is partitioned into pseudoatomic fragments
and the functions chosen for representing the radial factors.
In Coppens’ procedure, a fit of the electron density (by
means of integration of the structure factor) is made exclud-
ing the core- or spherical-atoms from the Fourier summations.
This procedure is very well-suited for densities coming from
x-ray data. On the other hand, the DAM method can be only
applied to the density theoretically computed in a LCAO cal-
culation (at any level of computation). In this case, the density
is expressed as a linear combination of one- and two-center
charge distributions (densities). Each one of pseudoatoms in
DAM consists of all the distributions centered at its nucleus
and a part of each two-center distributions implying one of the
functions centered in that nucleus. Therefore, only the two-
center distributions are partitioned and, to carry out this parti-
tion, a least deformation criterion based on the infinite-order
expansion of the long-range potential is employed.19
In the representation of the radial factors, Coppens et al.
choose Slater functions, whereas in DAM method, piecewise
defined functions are used. The range of r in which the density
takes values above a given accuracy threshold is decomposed
in appropriate intervals of radii λi (i.e., λi–1 ≤ r ≤ λi). For
intervals such that the values of the density at the boundaries
(λi–1, λi) differ in one order of magnitude or above, the ra-
dial factors are fitted to products of polynomials times one
exponential with a suitable exponent. For intervals in which
the variation of the radial factor is smaller, only polynomials
are taken. As it happens in Coppens’ method, the integrals
leading to the electrostatic potential and its derivatives are an-
alytical also in DAM when taken, and their efficient calcula-
tion is straightforward as it has been previously shown.20(b)
Although left and right limits of derivatives at boundaries are
slightly different, these differences have proved to be suffi-
ciently small to be negligible for practical purposes.
The recursive algorithms used in DAM enable to achieve
high order expansions in spherical harmonics which, com-
bined with the notable flexibility in the fit of the radial factors,
allow to attain sufficient accuracy at a moderate cost for the
efficient search of critical points both for MED and MESP.
As commented, in DAM method, the MED is expressed
as the sum of atom-centered densities (cf. Eq. (1)), where each
atomic fragment, ρA(r), is determined by least deformation
criterion. These atomic fragments are expanded as products
of spherical harmonics and radial factors as given in Eq. (2).
ρ(r) =
∑
A
ρA(r), (1)
ρA (rA) =
l max∑
l=0
l∑
m=−1
zml (rA) f Alm (rA). (2)
Here, zml (r) are spherical harmonics and f Alm(r) are the corre-
sponding radial factors. The radial factors are fitted to piece-
wise analytic functions and expansion is carried out over the
length lmax. Using this density, the corresponding electrostatic
potential at point r can be obtained by Eq. (3).
V (r)
=
N∑
A=1
{
ZA
rA
−
l max∑
1=0
l∑
m=−1
zml (rA)
[
QAlm (rA)
r2l+1A
+ qAlm (rA)
]}
.
(3)
Here, Z is nuclear charge and Qlm and qlm are auxiliary func-
tions. The process of evaluation of MESP is equivalent to
atomic multipolar expansion for long range interactions al-
though it has been shown to work quite well for short range
interactions also. The performance of the method for evalua-
tion of MED and MESP has been tested out on many systems
such as water, nitrobenzene, etc. 20, 21
This DAM method of evaluating the MED and MESP
has been implemented in the package DAMQT.22 The advan-
tage of this method is that the calculation of function and its
derivatives is very rapid and is dependent only on the expan-
sion parameter lmax. Considering this, the MED and MESP
evaluated by DAM, along with the gradients, are employed
in conjunction with the topography building code reported in
Ref. 17.
B. Topography mapping algorithm
As demonstrated by the work of Popelier25 on homo-
morphism between bare nuclear potential (BNP) and MED
and our earlier work,17 BNP acts as a starting point for map-
ping the corresponding MED topography. MED topography
is richer in number of CP’s than that of BNP. BNP and MED
both together define the MESP and hence, in general, the
number of MESP CP’s is much larger than those individually
for MED and BNP. The BNP CP’s are used as guess points for
MED topography, along with the points generated by joining
the nuclei which lie within a cutoff distance. For MESP topog-
raphy, MED critical points and points obtained by generating
a cube around the nuclei are used as guess points.
For large molecules, use of molecular tailoring approach
(MTA) is made.26 MTA is a fragmentation based method
which enables the ab initio calculations on large molecules.
The details of the molecular tailoring method are described in
many research articles from our group (see Ref. 26). However,
some details of MTA relevant to the present study are as fol-
lows. Firstly the supermolecule is scissored into smaller parts
termed as fragments on which ab initio calculations are done.
The density matrices (DM’s) of fragments thus obtained are
patched together to generate an accurate estimate of the DM
of the supermolecule.26(b) This MTA DM is further employed
for evaluation of MED and MESP, which are subsequently
used for topographical analysis.
In the current work, the topography of individual smaller
fragments is mapped using the above mentioned procedure.
The CP’s generated for all the fragments are collectively given
as guess points for mapping the topography of the super-
molecule under reference.
The details of this step-by-step topography mapping al-
gorithm are discussed in Ref. 17. In that work, INDPROP was
used for evaluation of MED and MESP. In the present
work, the DAM method described above is used for rapid
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evaluation of MED and MESP employing Eq. (2) and (3), and
their derivatives, over the expansion length of lmax = 15. For
this value of lmax, the function values are found to match quite
well their counterparts calculated by GAUSSIAN (Ref. 27)
package. Also in the previous algorithm, the subroutine
STEPIT (Ref. 28) was used for function minimization, while
in the current code, L-BFGS,29 a gradient-based optimizer is
employed. The topography mapping code is written in FOR-
TRAN 90 and compiled using Intel Fortran compiler on Linux
platform. In the line with our earlier works on paralleliza-
tion of quantum chemical algorithms,30 the topography code
is made parallel. Parallelization is implemented in the code
by distributing the number of guess points on different pro-
cessors and due to this, the time required for topography map-
ping is even smaller. Currently, the parallelization is limited to
the one CPU with multiple cores. The implementation using
more than one CPU is underway. Given the DM of the refer-
ence molecule, topography mapping can be carried out at any
desired level of theory. The DM of large system at high level
of theory is obtained using MTA. The completeness of the to-
pography of a non-negative valued scalar field such as MED is
checked by Poincaré-Hopf (PH) relation (see Eq. (4)), i.e., the
Euler characteristic χ attains the value of –1. In Eq. (4), n+3
is the number of (3, +3) CP’s, n+1 is the number of (3, +1)
CP’s, and so on. For MESP, the PH relation takes the form of
Eq. (5) wherein n− and n+ denote the number of asymptotic
maxima and minima, respectively.31
χ = n+3 − n+1 + n−1 − n−3 = −1, (4)
χ = n+3 − n+1 + n−1 − n−3 = n− − n+. (5)
It may be re-emphasized that fulfillment of PH relation
is a necessary (though not sufficient) condition for ensuring
completeness of the CP search. The newly developed topog-
raphy code is tested out on some test cases and further applied
TABLE I. The molecular electron density and molecular electrostatic poten-
tial critical points (CP’s) obtained for the test systems at B3LYP/6-31+G(d)
level of theory. n+3, n+1, n–1, n–3 denote the number of different types of
CP’s and χ is the corresponding Euler characteristic. See text for details.
Test system n+3 n+1 n−1 n−3 χ Time/min
MED
LSD 0 8 56 49 −1 4
Zidovudine 0 9 55 47 −1 5
(ZnS)10 1 12 30 20 −1 3
MESP
LSD 11 18 56 49 0 14
Zidovudine 14 20 53 47 0 13
(ZnS)10 11 27 36 20 0 10
to large systems such as (H2O)25, (C6H6)8 and a unit cell of
valine crystal at MP2/6-31+G(d) level of theory.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Test cases of small molecules
First the rapid topography mapping code is appraised by
testing it out on some relatively small systems, viz. lysergic
acid diethylamide (LSD) and zidovudine drug molecules, and
(ZnS)10 cluster at B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory. Topog-
raphy of MED and MESP is mapped using the current method
for these molecules. The numbers and types of MED and
MESP CP’s obtained are reported in Table I along with the
wall-clock time required for topography calculation. All the
timings in this article are measured on one Intel Quad Core
machine with 8GB RAM. The numbers of CP’s obtained sat-
isfy the PH relation for MED topography (cf. Eq. (4)). For
MESP topography, the PH relation is applied by finding out
the number of asymptotic maxima and minima and it is seen
that the relation in Eq. (5) holds true for all the systems.
The MED and MESP CP’s for the test systems are
depicted32 in Figure 1. LSD molecule possesses 8 (3, +1)
FIG. 1. Molecular electron density (MED) and electrostatic potential (MESP) critical points (CP’s) for (a) LSD, (b) zidovudine, and (c) (ZnS)10 cluster at
B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory. The blue dots denoting the (3, +3) CP’s, black dots denote the (3, +1) CP’s, and the gray dots the (3, –1) CP’s. See text for
details.
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FIG. 2. Molecular electron density (MED) (left) and electrostatic potential (MESP) (right) critical points (CP’s) for (Li)20 cluster at MP2/6-31+G(d) level of
theory. Notations are identical to those used in Figure 1. Red dots denotes the (3, –3) CP’s and yellow ones are Li nuclei. See text for details.
CP’s out of which 4 represent the four rings and remaining
four are due to H. . . H interactions. Zidovudine also has 9 (3,
+1) CP’s out of which two are ring CP’s and four represent
the rings which are formed due to the H-bonding. The MED
distribution of ZnS cluster exhibits one (3, +3) cage mini-
mum. The 12 (3, +1) arise from the tetra- and hexa-atomic
rings of (ZnS)10 cage. The negative-valued (3, +3) MESP
minima of this cluster act as harbingers for the incoming elec-
tropositive Zn atom.
It is worthwhile pointing out a practical use of MESP to-
pography for building up a given molecular crystal. There
are three types of prominent negative-valued MESP min-
ima present in topography of (ZnS)10 of values –0.02713,
–0.02333, and –0.01566 a.u. First incoming electropos-
itive moiety may attack near most negative minimum
(–0.02713 a.u.) and the possible site for the second one is the
MESP minimum with a value of –0.02333 a.u. This feature is
exploited for growing the cluster systematically, as described
in the cluster building methodology detailed out in Ref. 33.
It has been proved earlier that the scalar field of MESP
cannot have non-nuclear maxima.34 But MED is known to
exhibit non-nuclear maxima in some cases.35, 36 Gatti and
co-workers have demonstrated the existence of non-nuclear
maxima in the MED distributions of Li clusters.35 Consid-
ering this, the topography code is applied to map the MED
and MESP CP’s of a cluster containing 20 Lithium atoms at
MP2/6-31+G(d) level of theory. The MED and MESP CP’s
of (Li)20 are displayed in Figure 2. For this cluster system, 10
non-nuclear maxima are found in MED. There are also 10 (3,
+3) minima and 33 (3, +1) CP’s found in the MED distri-
bution. The MESP topography of this cluster system is even
more rich containing total of 210 CP’s, of which 33 are the (3,
+3) minima. Here also the number of CP’s obtained for MED
and MESP found to satisfy respective PH relations.
B. Larger cluster systems
Having successfully demonstrated the accuracy and effi-
cacy of our code for small test systems, the code is applied for
mapping the topography of (H2O)25, (C6H6)8 and unit cell of
valine crystal at MP2/6-31+G(d) level of theory. The CP’s of
these cluster systems are mapped following the hierarchy of
BNP, MED and MESP following our earlier study.17 For such
large test cases, the use of MTA is made for capturing the
CP’s. The whole cluster is scissored into smaller fragments
and topography is mapped for such individual fragments. The
CP’s of all the fragments are used as guess points to obtain
the CP’s for whole cluster. The number of MED and MESP
CP’s obtained are displayed in Table II, along with the time
required for this calculation. The MED CP’s of these sys-
tems are shown in Figure 3. The number of MESP CP’s be-
ing very large, only the (3, +3) minima for these clusters are
displayed32 in Figure 4.
For (H2O)25 cluster, there are 5 (3, +3) minima present
in MED distribution, which are due to the cages formed by
the five membered rings, as can be noticed from Figure 3(a).
For each five membered ring formed by the H-bonding be-
tween water molecules, there is a (3, +1) CP along with some
connecting (3, +1) CP’s. The MESP topography of this sys-
tem shows a large number of CP’s out of which 61 are (3,
+3) minima. These minima are present outside as well as in-
side the cages. The location and MESP values at these min-
ima could be used for positioning and studying the chemistry
of small molecules inside the water cages. For benzene
TABLE II. The molecular electron density and molecular electrostatic po-
tential critical points obtained for the test systems at MP2/6-31+G(d) level
of theory. Notations are identical to those used in Table I. See text for
details.
Test system n+3 n+1 n–1 n–3 χ Time/min
MED
(H2O)25 5 27 96 75 −1 12
(C6H6)8 9 34 120 96 −1 12
Valine 18 73 206 152 −1 13
MESP
(H2O)25 61 119 133 75 0 31
(C6H6)8 24 58 129 96 −1 32
Valine 28 84 209 152 1 42
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FIG. 3. Molecular electron density (MED) critical points (CP’s) for (a) (H2O)25, (b) (C6H6)8, and (c) unit cell of valine crystal at MP2/6-31+G(d) level of
theory. Notations are identical to those used in Figure 1. See text for details.
cluster, there is a MED (3, +3) minimum present at each con-
tact point of three benzene rings. In MESP distribution, sev-
eral CP’s of isolated benzene rings are conspicuous by their
absence as well as displaced in the benzene cluster. The (3,
+3) minima present outside the cluster (cf. Figure 4(b)) are
the probable positions of sites for metal binding and for new
benzene monomer addition.
The valine crystal unit cell exhibits large network of
MED CP’s and the number goes even higher in the case of
MESP. Though there are no rings in the system, there are
FIG. 4. Molecular electrostatic potential (MESP) (3, +3) critical points (CP’s) for (a) (H2O)25, (b) (C6H6)8, and (c) unit cell of valine crystal at MP2/6-31+G(d)
level of theory. Notations are identical to those used in Figure 1. See text for details.
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many (3, +1) CP’s present which connect pairs of (3, +3)
minima. All the MESP minima are seen to lie in middle of the
crystal because of the presence O and N atoms. This shows
that the monomer units are held together due to O. . . H and
N. . . H interactions. From this, one can say that the MESP
minima lying outside the unit cell (cf. Figure 4(c)) indicate
the position where the valine monomer unit can be added to
grow the crystal. The time required for topography mapping
of MESP for this system is very small, viz. 42 min on a single
quad core machine (as detailed above) when one considers
the size of the unit cell (152 atoms and 1328 basis functions)
at MP2 level of theory. At this high level of theory, even the
DM calculation of the system is not possible by conventional
actual calculation by GAUSSIAN or any other ab initio soft-
ware. This is because of the huge memory and disk space re-
quirements of this calculation at MP2 level. But this task is
made possible by the use of MTA wherein the MTA DM syn-
thesized from the corresponding fragments DM’s, is used for
topography calculation.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Topography mapping of scalar fields of molecular sys-
tems is of inherent importance, since it provides basic infor-
mation about the molecular structure, bonding, reactive sites,
etc. Locating and characterizing all CP’s of a scalar field is
an important part of the acclaimed AIM theory, proposed and
developed by Bader and co-workers.1–3 The MED CP’s serve
as starting points for tracing the gradient paths for a given
system. There are several methods available for mapping the
CP’s of MED and MESP in literature. Most of them involve
an expensive step of evaluation of the corresponding func-
tion on a three-dimensional grid. For large systems, evalua-
tion of function on a grid at high level of theory is indeed a
formidable task. The present article has described a route for
mapping the CP’s of MED and MESP at any desired level
of theory and basis set for large molecules. This has been
demonstrated at B3LYP and MP2 levels of theory with a mod-
erate size basis set as 6-31+G(d). This is done considering the
fact that the nature of scalar field of MED and MESP is inde-
pendent of the level of theory and basis set, if a sufficiently
large basis (incorporating diffuse/polarization functions) is
employed.6(b) The hierarchy of scalar fields BNP, MED and
MESP is used for building the topography.13 DAM method is
used for evaluation MED and MESP and respective gradients
at guess point during optimization. The DAM method, based
on partitioning of scalar field into atomic contributions, pro-
vides a rapid and sufficiently accurate function and gradient
calculation.
This DAM method has been coupled with the previously
described topography building algorithm.17 In the case of
large molecules, MTA is employed for obtaining DM at high
level of theory. The topography code has been applied to a
variety of systems viz. H-bonding water cluster, a van der
Waals cluster, (C6H6)8 and a unit cell of valine crystal at MP2
level of theory. The code has been able to find the non-nuclear
maxima for the classical test system of Li cluster. The com-
pleteness of the topography is checked by applying the cor-
responding PH relation and finding out the value of χ , the
Euler characteristic. The computer time (on a Quad Core ma-
chine) required for largest system valine unit cell is 42 min for
MESP topography calculation, which is very small as com-
pared to the time required for MESP evaluation (∼123 min)
on a grid of 101 × 101 × 101 points using GAUSSIAN on the
same hardware. However, this function evaluation on grid just
provides probable starting guesses for CP’s that needs further
processing for actually locating and characterizing the CP’s.
With this experience of valine unit cell, one can hope that the
topography code opens up the road for mapping the topogra-
phy of large crystals.
The MED and MESP topography of molecular clusters
reported in this work goes beyond the isolated molecule since
they incorporate the effects of intermolecular interactions. It
is hoped that the present work will provide an impetus to ex-
perimental investigations on molecular crystals.
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